Periodic Table Scavenger Hunt Answers 8th Grade
periodic table scavenger hunt - springfield public schools - do research to find out what these scientists
contributed to the understanding of atoms and/or the periodic table. be specific and provide details! scientist
contribution democritus dmitri mendeleev ... periodic table scavenger hunt. 7. every element in group one has
_____ electron in its outer shell. every element in periodic table scavenger hunt - periodic table scavenger
hunt objectives: 1. swbat use the periodic table to name elements, given their symbols. 2. swbat use the
periodic table to write the symbols of elements, given their names 3. swbat describe the arrangement of the
periodic table 4. swbat list the characteristics that distinguish metals, nonmetals and metalloids. 5. periodic
table scavenger hunt directions - rcboe - periodic table scavenger hunt directions using your computer,
tablet or mobile device, navigate to the website: ptable you will interact with this periodic table to find the
answers to the questions below. 1. what color element symbol designates elements that are a gas at a given
periodic table scavenger hunt - science notes and projects - periodic table scavenger hunt . search your
periodic table for the answers to these questions. 1. which element is number 14 on the periodic table? 2. what
is the element symbol for californium? 3. how many protons are in an atom of bismuth? 4. to which element
group does argon belong? 5. which element would you expect to have a higher mass ... periodic table
scavenger hunt key - periodic table scavenger hunt . search your periodic table for the answers to these
questions. 1. which element is number 14 on the periodic table? 2. what is the element symbol for californium?
3. how many protons are in an atom of bismuth? 4ble gas to which element group does argon belong? 5. which
element would you expect to have a higher ... periodic table scavenger hunt name: use the periodic
table ... - periodic table scavenger hunt name: _____use the periodic table to answer the following questions.
you may use your notes, but not a partner. there should be an answer beside each number!!!! 1. how many
groups are on the periodic table? 18 2. what element is in period 4, group 12? zn 3. what type of element is
hafnium? metal 4. periodic trends scavenger hunt - periodic trends scavenger hunt periodictablesendigital
student name: explore the core concepts: periodic table database to answer the following questions. 1. what
pattern do you see when you look at the atomic numbers on the periodic table? 2. what pattern do you see
when you look at atomic weight? 3. periodic table scavenger hunt - msnilmalgoda.weebly - periodic
table scavenger hunt use your periodic table to help answer each question. 1. what do we mean by a “group”
of elements? on the periodic table, groups (or families) are the columns (going up and down). elements in the
same group have the same number of valence electrons and because of this, they behave the same way in
chemical ... worksheet #2 calculating protons, electrons, and neutrons - element scavenger hunt use
your periodic table to answer the following questions: 1. how many protons does one atom of sulfur have? 2.
what is the chemical symbol for tin? 3. how many neutrons does one atom of oxygen have? 4. what is the
symbol for gold? 5. in which period would you find mercury? 6. what is iron’s atomic mass? (round to ...
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